COMPLEX Meeting
Birkebeineren Hotel & Motel, Lillehammer,
Tuesday 3 - 5 February, 2004

Preliminary program
Tuesday 3 February
2000  Dinner

Wednesday 4 February
0830 - 0845  Welcome

Parallel activities:
0845 - 1200  Permanent staff: Administrative matters (separate sheet)
0845 - 1200  Students & post.docs: Presentations, etc. (separate sheet)
1200 - 1500  Lunch + outdoor activities

Parallel activities:
1500 - 1845  Permanent staff: Administrative matters (ctd.)
1500 - 1845  Students & post.docs: Presentations etc. (ctd.)
1930  Dinner

Thursday 5 February
Plenum

0830 - 1000  Chairman: Renaud Toussaint
   Presentations of projects
   Students/post.docs (“filtered” and grouped presentations from Wednesday)

1000- 1015  Coffee break

1015 - 1200  Presentations of projects, ctd.
   Students/post.docs (“filtered” and grouped presentations from Wednesday)

1200 - 1300  Lunch

1300 - 1345  Chairman: Renaud Toussaint
   Students/post.docs present ~5 posters prepared Wednesday (using projector),
   suggestions for improvement from everybody

1345 – 1415  "The life" in the COMPLEX world: Summary of criticism and suggestions for improvement from the students point of view

1415 - 1515  Chairman: Jon Otto Fossum
   - Status Projects
   - Where are we going?
   - Vision – result from Wednesday

1515 - 1530  Coffee and departure for students/post docs

Friday 6 February
0830 - 1500  Permanent staff: Administrative matters
Students, post.docs.
Wednesday 4 February

Trial presentations and discussion session. Leader: Renaud Toussaint

0845 - 1015 Short informal presentations from each participant of their projects*
1015 - 1030 Coffee break
1030 - 1200 Short informal presentations from each participant of their projects (ctd.)
1200 - 1500 Lunch + outdoor activities
1500 - 1630 Short informal presentations from each participant of their projects (ctd.)
1630 - 1645 Coffee break
1645 – 1745 Smaller groups prepare ~5 common posters covering important COMPLEX topics

1745 – 1815 Brainstorming: vision and improvements for COMPLEX (in groups, about 5 in each)

1815 - 1845 "The life" in the COMPLEX world: Criticism and suggestions for improvements, discuss ideas from the group brainstorming – prepare Summary to be presented on Thursday

* Friendly advice: Your talk/poster should bring out the following three main points:

1. What is the problem, or what is the problem I want to solve?
2. What did I do, or what do I plan to do?
3. What did I learn, or what do I hope to find out?

The presentations should be in a form so that they can be put on the web as the “preceedings” from the meeting.
Permanent staff

Wednesday 4 February

Administrative matters

0845 - 1015  Theme I. Status Projects (20 min). Chairman: Arnljot
              1. UiO
              2. NTNU
              3. IFE

1015 - 1030  Coffee break

1030 - 1200  Theme II. Organization, resources and priorities. Chairman: Alex
              All: Introduction
              All: How shall we organize ourselves in a practical way?

1200 - 1500  Lunch + outdoor activities

1500 - 1630  Theme III.
              Nanomat applications for Febr. 15 deadline

1630 - 1645  Coffee break

1645 – 1845  Theme III. Ctd
              Nanomat applications for Febr. 15 deadline

Friday 6 February

0830 – 1200 Nanomat applications ctd.

1200 – 1300 Lunch

1300 – 1500 Summary, etc.